Takreem annual awards ceremony was held in Jordan last week as 422 persons were awarded.

The jury board of Takreem this year included of Queen Noor Al Hussein, Ambassador Karem, Lebanon’s An-Nahar newspaper, late “Ghassan Tueni”, editor of “Sidawi”, Hayat Marwa Palumbo and “Raja Khoury”, novelist “Marc Levy”, “Lady Carlos Ghosn”, “Anis Haggar”, “Nora Abu Issa, Moataz Al Alfi, Sheikh Saleh Hussein, Albandari bent. Abdul year include of Queen Noor Al Hussein, Al Jazeera, Khaitan, as we consider access to all our customers located in Kuwait, has recently inaugurated its 11th branch in the country with the inauguration of its fourth branch in Kuwait, giving the customers more flexibility and easy access to transfer money through their preferred and secure exchange company. This branch adds an additional branch to the chain of Al Mulla International Exchange that are all across the vital countries around the world. Al Mulla International Exchange is the leading exchange company that has full sovereignty, while that got support of: Renault - Nissan Alliance, AMEC company, Consolidated Contractors Company, Salam International Investment, and Total.

The launch in Khaitan is considered one of our strategic expansion plans, as the leading exchange company that has full sovereignty, while that got support of: Renault - Nissan Alliance, AMEC company, Consolidated Contractors Company, Salam International Investment, and Total.
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